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Abstract. We discuss the main features of a multilevel dictionary based
on a metamodel approach. The application is an implementation of Mod-
elGen, the model management operator that translates schemas from one
model to another, for example from ER to relational or from XSD to ob-
ject. The dictionary manages schemas and, at a metalevel, a description
of the models of interest. It describes all models in terms of a limited
set of metaconstructs. It describes all the schemas in a unifying model,
called the supermodel, which generalizes all the others. The dictionary
is composed of four parts, based on the combination of two features:
schema level or model level, and model specific or model generic. We
also show how such a dictionary can be the basis for a model indepen-
dent approach to reporting, that provides a detailed textual and XML
description of schemas.

1 Introduction

The need for handling design artifacts corresponding to different models arises in
many different application settings. In the database world, we often have different
systems that we need to use to handle our data, which use different (data)
models, or we might need to exchange or integrate schemas expressed in different
models. Small variations of models are often enough to create difficulties: for
example, while most designers use the ER model, the actual features adopted by
different methodologies and tools almost never coincide and so any integration
requires a conversion. The introduction of new technology often introduces more
heterogeneity and more need for translations. This happened with respect to
analysis and design settings, where the growth of UML has not really simplified
things, as the formalism is very complex and most people use just a subset
of it—but each uses a different subset! XML has also contributed to increased
heterogeneity, as data sources are now often described by means of XML Schemas
(possibly in simplified versions).

In all these situations, there is the need to translate design artifacts from
one model to another. There is also a need to translate data, but we focus only
on design artifacts here. The models of interest can be significantly different,
including those traditionally used in databases, as well as many others, such as
those for XML documents, Web site structure descriptions, data warehouses,
and restrictions or variants of each of them. The requirement, in all these cases,



is the capability to handle different models and to be able to translate schemas
from one model to another: given a source scheme S1 in a model M1 and a target
model M2, the need is to be able to generate the translation of S1 into M2.

These translation problems have always been tackled in practical settings
by means of ad-hoc solutions, for example by writing a program for each spe-
cific application. This is clearly very expensive, as it is laborious and hard to
maintain. Bernstein et al. [8, 9] have recently argued for generic solutions for all
problems that require the management of descriptions of application artifacts.
They proposed a high level approach, called model management, based on a
set of operators to be applied to schemas. A specific operator in the family is
ModelGen, which translates schemas from a source model to a target model, ex-
actly as we required above. This paper reports on some new features of a recent
development for ModelGen.

An early approach to ModelGen was proposed by Atzeni and Torlone [4, 5]
who developed a tool, called MDM, to manage heterogeneous schemas based on
a notion of metamodel. A metamodel is a set of constructs (the metaconstructs)
that can be used to define models. The translation of a schema from one model
to another is then defined in terms of translations over the metaconstructs, in
such a way that the same translation is used for a given metaconstruct in all
the models where it appears. In this approach, a translation is performed by
eliminating constructs not allowed in the target model, and possibly introducing
new constructs. Translations are built from elementary transformations, each
of which is essentially an elimination step. Other authors have proposed sim-
ilar approaches, including Claypool and Rundensteiner et al. [11, 12], Song et
al. [19], Bézivin et al [10]. The ideas at the basis of the MDM tool and of similar
approaches are interesting and useful. But they do have one weakness, namely
that they hide the representation of the models and transformations within the
source code of the tool. So any extension of the models or customization of the
translations would be very complex.

We have recently started a completely new development for ModelGen, with
various novel features. One important feature is that it makes the description
of models and the specification of translations visible and easily modifiable. In
this paper, we give a detailed account of the dictionary that enables this feature,
with its structure and the consequent benefits. A preliminary discussion of the
overall development is available in [2].

The main contribution of this paper is the structure of the dictionary, which
allows the integrated management of the descriptions of models and schemas for
the various models of interest. The dictionary has a relational structure, which
allows for the effective development of translation steps by means of Datalog
rules [2]. It also makes it easy to produce model-specific reports in a model-
independent way.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 illustrates the background of the
approach, its main features and the relationship with some related literature. The
next two sections describe the dictionary in some detail: Section 3 concentrates
on the lower level, which describes schemas and Section 4 concentrates on the



metalevel, which describes models and thus the structure of the lower level.
Then, in Section 5 we show how the approach can be the basis for effective,
model-independent reporting. Section 6 is the conclusion.

2 Background, contribution and related work

The starting point for our work is the MDM proposal [4], whose principles are
as follows. A metamodel is a set of constructs that can be used to define mod-
els, which are instances of the metamodel. The approach is based on Hull and
King’s observation [14] that the constructs used in most known models can be
expressed by a limited set of generic (i.e. model-independent) metaconstructs:
lexical, abstract, aggregation, generalization, and function. Each model is de-
fined by its constructs and the metaconstructs they refer to. Simple versions of
popular models are as follows:

– a simplified version of the ER model involves entities (which correspond to
the abstract metaconstruct), attributes for them (corresponding to the meta-
construct attribute of abstract), and relationships (aggregations of abstracts);

– a simplified version of the object-oriented (OO) model involves classes (which
also correspond to abstracts), fields (also attributes of abstracts), and refer-
ences from classes to classes (the metaconstruct reference to abstract).

The translation of a schema from one model to another is defined in terms
of translations over the metaconstructs. A major concept in the approach is the
supermodel, a model that has constructs corresponding to all the metaconstructs
known to the system. Each model is a specialization of the supermodel. So a
schema in any model is also a schema in the supermodel, apart from the specific
names used for constructs. The supermodel acts as a “pivot” model, so that it
is sufficient to have translations from each model to and from the supermodel,
rather than translations for each pair of models. Thus, only 2n translations are
needed between n models, not n2 translations. Moreover, since every schema
in any model is an instance of the supermodel, the only needed translations
are those within the supermodel with the target models in mind; a translation
is performed by eliminating constructs not allowed in the target model, and
possibly introducing new constructs.

In our new ModelGen development effort, we wanted to automate as many
activities as possible, and to support the rapid construction and maintenance of
the others. A visible dictionary turned out to be a major contribution in this
direction. We realized that a database structure for it would be effective, espe-
cially a relational one, as we felt that the translation steps could be effectively
implemented in Datalog. To handle models and schemas effectively and to coor-
dinate the individual models with the supermodel, we organized the dictionary
in four parts, which can be characterized along two coordinates: the first corre-
sponding to whether they describe models or schemas and the second depending
on whether they refer to specific models or to the supermodel (see Figure 1).
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Fig. 1. The four parts of the dictionary

The most abstract part is at the model level and is model generic. It de-
scribes the supermodel, that is, the set of constructs used by the tool for build-
ing schemas. We refer to this part as mSM, the “meta-supermodel,” as it is
about the supermodel. The second part at the model level is model specific. It
describes the individual models. It includes metamodels, referred to as mM. For
each of them, mM describes the specific constructs used, each corresponding to
a construct in the supermodel. We refer to these first two parts as the “met-
alevel” of the dictionary, as it contains the description of the structure of the
lower level, whose content describe schemas. The lower level is also composed of
two parts, one referring to the supermodel constructs (therefore called the SM
part) and the other to model-specific constructs (the M part). The structure of
the schema level is, in our system, automatically generated out of the content of
the metalevel: so we can say that the dictionary is self-generating out of a small
core.

In the next two sections we discuss the details of the two levels of the dictio-
nary, proceeding bottom up. In Section 3 we concentrate on the schema level.
In Section 4 we illustrate the metalevel and its relationship to the lower one.

There are many proposals for dictionary structure in the literature. The use
of dictionaries to handle metadata has been popular since the early database sys-
tems of the 1970’s, initially in systems that were external to those handling the
database (see Allen et al. [1] for an early survey). With the advent of relational
systems in the 1980’s, it became possible to have dictionaries be part of the
database itself, within the same model. Today, all DBMSs have such a compo-
nent. Extensive discussion was also carried out in even more general frameworks,
with proposals for various kinds of dictionaries, describing various features of
systems (see for example [6, 13, 15]) within the context of industrial CASE tools
and research proposals. More recently, a number of metadata repositories have
been developed [17]. They generally use relational databases for handling the
information of interest. There are other significant recent efforts towards the
description of multiple models, including the Model Driven Architecture (MDA)
and, within it, the Common Warehouse Metamodel (CWM) [18], and Microsoft
Repository [7]; in contrast to our approach, these do not distinguish metalevels,
as the various models of interest are all specializations of a most general one,
UML based.



The description of models in terms of the (meta-)constructs of a metamodel
was proposed by Atzeni and Torlone [4]. But it used a sophisticated graph lan-
guage, which was hard to implement. The other papers that followed the same
or similar approaches [10–12, 19] also used specific structures.

We know of no literature that describes a dictionary that exposes schemas
and instances in a highly correlated way, in both model-specific and model-
independent ways. Only portions of similar dictionaries have been proposed.
None of them offer the rich interrelated structure we have here.

3 The schema level

Let us proceed with the description of the dictionary starting from the most
natural parts, those that describe schemas. The M component has the structure
of traditional dictionaries: a table for each construct, with tuples corresponding
to the elements in the schemas. In Figure 3 we show the dictionary for a version
of the ER model, containing the descriptions of the two schemas in Figure 2.

Supplier

rCode bSName bCity

(1,N)

Product Supply���HHH
���HHH Department

(0,N) (0,N)rProdNo bName

r DeptNob DeptName

Employee Membership���H
HH

�
��HHH Group

(1,1) (0,N)rEN bName

r Codeb Name

Fig. 2. Two simple ER schemas

The structure of the dictionary is rather standard and follows that often used
in textbooks for describing the model (for example, Atzeni et al. [3, p.178]). We
consider a simple version of the model, with n-ary relationships: this requires the
separate table ComponentOfRelationship, used to specify the participation
of an entity to a relationship. The version of the ER model we use includes a few
of the basic features, which we use as representative properties. For example,
minimum cardinalities are represented by the boolean IsOptional (abbreviated
as IsOpt in the figure), so that the allowed minimum cardinality is 0 (“true” as
the value for IsOpt) or 1 (“false” for IsOpt) and the maximum cardinality is rep-
resented by IsFunctional (IsFunct), with 1 and “N” as possible values. Similarly,
for attributes, we have the boolean property isKey, used to represent whether
they belong to the (main) identifier. Many other features are omitted here for
the sake of space, such as optionality or nullability of attributes and external
identification of entities. But they can be easily included and have indeed been



Schema

OID Name

s1 1st ER Schema
s2 2nd ER Schema

Entity

OID Name Schema

e1 Supplier s1
e2 Product s1
e3 Department s1
e4 Employee s2
e5 Group s2

Relationship

OID Name Schema

r1 Supply s1
r2 Membership s2

AttributeOfEntity

OID Entity Name Type isKey Sch.

a1 e1 Code int true s1
a2 e1 SName string false s1
a3 e1 City string false s1
a4 e2 ProdNo int true s1
a5 e2 Name string false s1
a6 e3 DeptNo int true s1
a7 e3 DeptName string false s1
a8 e4 EN int true s2
... ... ... ... ... ...

ComponentOfRelationship

OID Rel’ship Entity IsOpt IsFunct Sch.

c1 r1 e1 false false s1
c2 r1 e2 true false s1
c3 r1 e3 true false s1
c4 r2 e4 false true s2
c5 r2 e5 true false s2

Fig. 3. The dictionary for a simple ER model

implemented in our prototype tool. A Schema column in each table specifies the
schema the constructs refer to. We could have Schema only in the Entity table
and omit it from the others. But the redundancy is not a big issue and would
have consequences requiring further discussion.

In this M portion of the dictionary, we would like to be able to handle different
models. Therefore, we have a portion of the dictionary like the one shown in
Figure 3 for each model we are interested in. For example, if we want to handle
a simple version of OODB schemas, such as that in Figure 4, we need a dictionary
like the one shown in Figure 5. The OO model we use here is very simple, with
just classes with scalar fields (each with a type, but with no other property;
for example, we assume there is no way to specify they are optional nor to
define keys) and reference attributes (fields that are references to other classes,
representing 1:N relationships). The Schema table is the same as the one in
Figure 3: the dictionary includes one table which refers to schemas for all the
models of interest. It has an additional column that specifies the model to which
the schema belongs, a reference to a Model table we will see shortly in the mM
part of the dictionary.

Model-specific dictionaries are pretty standard. If we represented just the
relational model, we would have something similar to some of the system tables
of many DBMSs. The other parts of the dictionary are original, together with
the overall structure. If we refer to Figure 1 again, starting from the M quadrant,
two directions of abstraction are possible: we could consider the various models
altogether, rather than each of them independently, thus moving to the SM
quadrant in Figure 1. Or we can go from the level of schemas to its metalevel,
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Fig. 4. A simple OODB schema

Schema

OID Name

s3 OODB Schema

Class

OID Name Schema

cl1 Employee s3
cl2 Department s3

Field

OID Class Name Type Sch.

f1 cl1 EmpNo int s3
f2 cl1 Name string s3
f3 cl1 Salary int s3
f4 cl2 DeptNo int s3
f5 cl2 DeptName string s3

ReferenceAttribute

OID Name Class ClassTo Schema

ref1 Membership cl1 cl2 s3

Fig. 5. The dictionary for a simple OODB model

that of models—quadrant mM. We consider the horizontal extension here, and
the other in the next section.

As we mentioned in Section 2, a crucial issue in our approach is the use of
the supermodel, a model that includes all the others as special cases, and can
therefore be used to describe schemas in all models. The supermodel includes a
rather limited set of constructs, to which the various model-specific constructs
correspond. In the cases we just showed, Entity in the ER model and Class
in OODB correspond to the same metaconstruct, called Abstract. The super-
model unifies in its tables all the dictionaries for the various models, by merging
the tables whose constructs refer to the same metaconstruct. Entity and Class
are merged, as are Attribute and Field. The schemas we saw in Figures 2
and 4 are represented in the SM portion of the dictionary by the tables shown
in Figure 6. Here we see six tables rather than the nine in Figures 3 and 5. It is
important to note that the number stays limited. In our current implementation
we have ten tables for the SM part and more than fifty in the M part. The former
number is stable whereas the latter could grow if new models are added.

The main benefit of this dictionary organization is that we can specify our
translations in a simpler way, by referring to metaconstructs rather than to con-
structs. This is especially effective given the relational structure of the dictionary,
as we write our rules in a variant of Datalog [2]. Notice that some properties
in the supermodel are not used in some of the models. Also, properties need
not have the same name in different models. For example, the IsId property of
AttributeOfAbstract is not used in the Field table of the OO model and
is used, but with the name IsKey, in the ER model. In fact, we have a null value,



Schema

OID Name Model

s1 1st ER Schema m1
s2 2nd ER Schema m1
s3 OODB Schema m2

Abstract

OID Name Schema

e1 Supplier s1
e2 Product s1
e3 Department s1
e4 Employee s2
e5 Group s2
cl1 Employee s3
cl2 Department s3

AttributeOfAbstract

OID Abstract Name Type IsId Sch.

a1 e1 Code int true s1
a2 e1 SName string false s1
... ... ... ... ... ...
a8 e3 EN int true s2
... ... ... ... ... ...
f1 cl1 EmpNo int ? s3
f2 cl1 Name string ? s3
... ... ... ... ... ...

ReferenceAttributeOfAbs

OID Name Abs AbsTo Schema

ref1 Membership cl1 cl2 s3

AggrOfAbstract

OID Name Schema

r1 Supply s1
r2 Membership s2

ComponentOfAggrOfAbstract

OID AggrOfAbs Abs isOpt isFunct Sch.

c1 r1 e1 false false s1
c2 r1 e2 true false s1
c3 r1 e3 true false s1
c4 r2 e4 false true s2
c5 r2 e5 true false s2

Fig. 6. A portion of the SM part of the dictionary

denoted by a question mark ‘?’, for column IsId in tuples that correspond to
fields of our OO model. We revisit this point in the next section.

4 The metalevel

The second direction of abstraction of the basic dictionary is its metalevel, that
is, the description of the structure of the dictionary itself. Essentially, this level
stands with respect to the dictionary in the same way as the dictionary stands
with respect to the actual data. As we have two components at the schema
level (M and SM), we also have two components at the metalevel, the mM part,
which describes the structure of M, and the mSM part, which describes the
structure of SM. These components of the dictionary are shown in Figures 7
and 8, respectively. The structure that is shown is complete. The content refers
to the specific, simplified dictionaries of the previous section, shown in Figures 6
(for the supermodel) and 3 and 5 (for the models).

In Figure 8, each row in the MSM Construct table describes a metacon-
struct, by means of a unique identifier (the OID column), a Name for the metacon-
struct (which is also unique, but not really used as an identifier), and a boolean
property isLexical, used to indicate whether the constructs corresponding to the



MM Model

OID Name

m1 ER
m2 OODB

MM Construct

OID Name Model MSM-Constr IsLex

co1 Entity m1 mc1 false
co2 AttributeOfEntity m1 mc2 true
co3 Relationship m1 mc3 false
co4 ComponentOfRelationship m1 mc4 false
co5 Class m2 mc1 false
co6 Field m2 mc2 true
co7 ReferenceAttribute m2 mc5 false

MM Property

OID Name Constr Type MSM-Pr

pr1 Name co1 string mp1
pr2 Name co2 string mp2
pr3 IsKey co2 bool mp3
pr4 Name co3 string mp4
pr5 IsOpt co4 bool mp5
pr6 IsFunct co4 bool mp6
pr7 Name co5 string mp1
pr8 Name co6 string mp2
pr9 Name co7 string mp7

MM Reference

OID Name Constr IsPartOf ConstrTo MSM-Ref

ref1 Entity co2 true co1 mr1
ref2 Rel’p co4 true co3 mr2
ref3 Entity co4 false co1 mr3
ref4 Class co6 true co5 mr1
ref5 Class co7 true co5 mr4
ref6 Cl.To co7 false co5 mr5

Fig. 7. The mM part of the dictionary

MSM Construct

OID Name IsLex

mc1 Abstract false
mc2 AttributeOfAbstract true
mc3 AggregationOfAbstract false
mc4 ComponentOfAggrOfAbstract false
mc5 ReferenceAttributeOfAbs false

MSM Precedence

Predecessor Successor

mc1 mc2
mc1 mc3
mc3 mc4
mc1 mc5

MSM Property

OID Name Constr Type

mp1 Name mc1 string
mp2 Name mc2 string
mp3 IsId mc2 bool
mp4 Name mc3 string
mp5 IsOpt mc4 bool
mp6 IsFunct mc4 bool
mp7 Name mc5 string

MSM Reference

OID Name Constr IsPartOf ConstrTo

mr1 Abstract mc2 true mc1
mr2 Aggregation mc4 true mc3
mr3 Abstract mc4 false mc1
mr4 Abstract mc5 true mc1
mr5 AbstractTo mc5 false mc1

Fig. 8. The mSM part of the dictionary



metaconstruct have (visible) values or not. Hull and King [14] define as lexical
the constructs that have values. In Figure 8, the rows of MSM Construct list
some of the main constructs we have defined, specifically, those needed for the
constructs shown in the previous examples. The metamodel we are experiment-
ing with contains a few additional metaconstructs, referring to aggregations of
lexicals and their components, foreign keys over them (for handling value based
models, especially the relational model), generalizations and their components,
and a few others for handling nested structures. Note that “Abstract” is not lexi-
cal, as instances of the corresponding constructs (for example “Entity”), have no
actual values directly associated with them. By contrast, “AttributeOfAbstract”
is lexical, because the instances of its constructs, such as “AttributeOfEntity”,
do have values.

The rows in MM Construct (in Figure 7) correspond closely to those in
MSM Construct. They describe constructs in the various models, each with
a unique identifier (the OID column), a reference to the model (Model, a foreign
key referencing the MM Model table, which lists all the models currently stored
in the system), a reference to the corresponding metaconstruct (MSM-Constr, a
foreign key to MSM Construct) and a Name for the construct, unique within
the model. The first row in MM Construct states that there is a construct
with name “Entity,” belonging to the “ER” model (as “m1” is the OID for such
a model in Model), corresponding to the “Abstract” metaconstruct (as “mc1”
is the OID for “Abstract” in MSM Construct).

We can see here how mSM and mM belong to a metalevel: each tuple in
MSM Construct corresponds to a table in SM and vice versa and the same is
the case for MM Construct and the tables in M.

The other two tables in mSM, MSM Property and MSM Reference,
describe some details of metaconstructs (and, as a consequence, of constructs),
which in turn correspond to the structure of the tables in SM. The properties
describe the value columns in the tables of the dictionary: each property has a
Name and a Type, plus a unique OID and a reference to the construct it belongs
to, Construct. For example, the second row in MSM Property says that each
“Attribute of Abstract” (“mc2” is the OID for “Attribute of Abstract”) has
property “Name,” of type string. The third row says that each “Attribute of
Abstract” also has a boolean one, “IsId.” Thus, table AttributeOfAbstract
in SM has a string column Name and a boolean column IsId, corresponding to
these properties.

References in table MSM Reference describe the columns in the dictio-
nary tables that contain identifiers of other constructs. Specifically, each refer-
ence has a name, a construct it belongs to (Construct), a constructs it refers to
(ConstructTo) and a boolean IsPartOf, which we will discuss soon. The second
and third row in MSM Reference say that each “Component of Aggregation
of Abstracts” (“mc4” for Construct) has a reference named “Aggregation” to
an “Aggregation of Abstract” (“mc3” for ConstructTo in the second row) and
a reference named “Abstract” to an “Abstract” (“mc1” for ConstructTo in the
third row). Again, this describes features of the schema level dictionary. The



table ComponentOfAggregationOfAbstract has two references, one to
AggregationOfAbstract and the other to Abstract.

The boolean IsPartOf specifies whether the construct which is the source of
the reference is a component of the target and has no autonomous existence.
This notion is used as a criterion for the automatic construction of reports for
schemas in the various models. For example, the first and the second tuple have
value “true” for IsPartOf, to specify that each “Attribute Of Abstract” is part of
an “Abstract” and that each “Component of Aggregation of Abstract” is part
of an “Aggregation of Abstract.” The third row has “false,” to specify that each
“Component of Aggregation of Abstracts” has a reference to an “Abstract,”
without being part of it. Clearly, if a construct has multiple references, at most
one of them can have “true” for IsPartOf. Otherwise, the occurrences of this
construct would be required to be “physical” components of two different objects
at the same time.

The table MSM Precedence specifies that a Successor construct can ap-
pear in a model only if a Predecessor one also appears. For example, a model
can have “Aggregation of Abstract” only if it also has “Abstract.” Even if most
precedences follow from references, this need not be the case. In the cases shown
in the figure, we have four precedences. The one we just commented on could
not be inferred from references. In the mathematical sense, MSM Precedence
is a partial order, so a construct cannot be an indirect predecessor of itself. This
is used by our model definition tool to allow for the definition of constructs in
the proper order: we can introduce a concept only after its predecessor(s) have
been defined.

In summary, the structure of the SM dictionary is completely described by
the content of the mSM dictionary and can therefore be generated automatically
out of it. Apart from the Schema table, SM contains a table for each row of
MSM Construct. Let c be the metaconstruct in one such row. The table for
c has the following columns:

– the “service” columns OID and Schema
– one column for each row of MSM Property that has c as the value for

Construct
– one column for each row of MSM Reference that has c as the value for

Construct; this column is a foreign key reference to the table for the Con-
structTo construct in the same row

– a Type column if the row of MSM Construct has the value “true” for
IsLexical

In the tool we are developing [2], the structure of SM is automatically gen-
erated once mSM is defined. Suitable features have been defined for changing it
when needed, without losing the contents.

Tables MM Property and MM Reference in mM play the same role as
MSM Property and MSM Reference play in mSM, in the sense that they
describe the properties and references of the constructs in the various models.
Each table of the M dictionary can be generated from mM in the same way
as the tables of SM can be generated from mSM: one table for each row in



MM Construct, with “service” columns plus those indicated in MM Proper-
ty and MM Reference.

Notice the relationships between the tables in mM (Figure 7) and mSM (Fig-
ure 8). A conceptual schema for the mM and mSM components of the dictionary
is shown in Figure 9. A row in MM Construct (Figure 7) states that there is a
construct, with a given Name, in a certain Model (foreign key to MM Model),
corresponding to a MSM-Construct (foreign key to MSM Construct). A row
in MM Property states that a Construct has a property with a Name and a
Type. Each property here is a specialization of a property in mSM. This can be
expressed by the following constraint: for each row p in MM Property, there
is a row p′ in MSM Property such that p.Construct is a construct whose meta-
construct is p′.Construct (that is, there is a row c in MM Construct such that
c.OID=p.Construct and c.MSM-Construct=p′.Construct), and p.Type=p′.Type. A
similar constraint holds between MM Reference and MSM Reference.

The various conditions on the tables in mM are enforced by the process used
for defining models and populating the tables in mM. A model is defined by
means of a set of constructs each of which is associated with a metaconstruct.
At the same time, there cannot be two constructs in a model corresponding to the
same metaconstruct. For each construct, one can define a property corresponding
to each of the properties of the metaconstruct and a reference for each of the
metaconstruct’s references. However, in general, properties of metaconstructs
need not all be used in the constructs that correspond to them. For example,
“Attribute of Abstract” has a “IsKey” property, which is not used by “Field”
in the OO model, whereas it is used in the ER model. This is the metalevel
description of what we already commented on at the end of Section 3 regarding
the schema level. Both properties and references can change their name from
mSM to mM. For properties, the case we have in the examples seen so far is
“IsId” which becomes “IsKey.” In the examples all references change their names,
as they correspond to the names of the constructs rather that those of the
metaconstructs.

Notice that the structure and the content of both MM Property and
MM Reference are redundant. Some of the information in them could be de-
rived from that in MSM Property and MSM Reference, respectively. This
is clearly the case for columns Construct and Type in MM Property and Con-
struct, IsPartOf, and ConstructTo in MM Reference. However, in this way they
can be used directly to generate the structure of the tables for the M dictionary,
which is indeed their main use.

Also, it is worth noting that most of the tables in mM and mSM could be
pairwise merged, as they are very similar: for example MSM Construct and
MM Construct could be merged. This would lead to a “self-describing type
system,” so that code developed in the tool to operate on user-defined types
would also operate on system-defined types. This would be true for example
for display methods in an interactive tool and for reporting features. Here we
preferred to show them separately, to emphasize the symmetry with the schema
level. Another reason is that the process for defining a model reads values in
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Fig. 9. A simplified ER-schema of the metalevel of the dictionary

mSM and inserts new ones into mM, and we wanted to emphasize the different
roles. At the implementation level, the two tables could be merged, or even with
separate tables, the code that accesses them could be shared.

5 Reporting

Whenever we have schemas in a model, we are interested in producing reports for
them. Such reports give detailed textual documentation of the organization of
schemas, in a readable and machine-processable way. This issue is delicate here,
because we handle many different models, each with its own special features.
Each model has its own specific aspects that it could be important to highlight.
Probably, in order to provide a suitable emphasis for the specific aspects of each
model, we would need a reporting facility expressly defined for it. Still, in a
framework that allows for the definition of many different models, a general,
flexible way of producing reports would be highly desirable.

Our metamodel approach gives the basis for a model independent report-
ing feature. Each model involves a set of constructs, each with properties and
references. Properties are directly associated with constructs. For example, the
Name of an Entity in the ER model or the Type of a Field in the OO model.
References relate constructs, in at least two different ways. In some cases, the
reference specifies that a given construct is so tightly associated with another
construct that it is indeed a component. For example, in the ER model, each At-
tributeOfEntity is a component of an Entity and each ComponentOfRe-
lationship is a component of Relationship. In other cases, the connection is
looser, essentially an external reference to another construct. This is the case



for the reference between ComponentOfRelationship and Entity. As we
discussed in Section 3, we have the boolean IsPartOf exactly to distinguish these
two types of references.

Using this idea, we have developed a simple, effective algorithm for producing
reports which associates components with the constructs they belong to. It takes
into account a topological order over constructs induced by MSM Precedence
and presents occurrences of constructs according to that order. A topological
order over constructs always exists, as MSM Precedence is a partial order
(as we said in Section 3). For example, constructs that are not components
of other constructs (i.e., base constructs) are presented first. Precedences are
actually defined in mSM but can be extended in a straightforward way to each
model in mM. Occurrences of constructs that are incomparable according to
the topological order are clustered. In principle, the presentation order of such
clusters is arbitrary. In the current implementation, they are presented in the
order in which the constructs were defined in the model.

The reports are produced in XML, so that they are both self-documenting
and machine processable if needed, for example, for better presentation by means
of style sheets. Let c1, . . ., ck be a topological ordering for the base constructs
in the model. The algorithm considers the constructs in order, c1, . . ., ck, and,
for each ci outputs the description of each of its occurrences o, with the form:

element named ci with attributes including OID and properties of o,
with the following optional subelements

if o has components, an element <components>, with subelements
that are the (recursive) descriptions of the component occurrences

if o has references with “false” for IsPartOf
the referenced object with its properties (but not the components)

The names of the constructs themselves come from the metamodel and there-
fore the generation is indeed model-independent.

The structure of the report for an ER schema, according to the simple version
of the model we saw in Section 3, would be the following, with some syntactic
sugar to make it more readable:

<schema name="schemaName" model="modelName">
<constructs>

<constructName listOfProperties>
<components> (if any)

<constructName listOfProperties>
...

</constructName>
...

</components>
</<constructName>
<constructName listOfProperties>
...

</constructs>
</schema>

Therefore, the report for the first ER schema shown in Figure 2 would be
the following:



<schema OID="s1" name="1st ER Schema" model="ER">
<constructs>
<entity OID="e1" name="Supplier">
<components>
<attributeOfEntity OID="a1" name="Code" isKey="true" type="int"/>
<attributeOfEntity OID="a2" name="SName" isKey="false"

type="string"/>
<attributeOfEntity OID="a3" name="City" isKey="false" type="string"/>
</components>

</entity>
<entity OID="e2" name="Product">
<components>
<attributeOfEntity OID="a4" name="ProdNo" isKey="true" type="int"/>
<attributeOfEntity OID="a5" name="Name" isKey="false" type="string"/>
</components>

</entity>
<entity OID="e3" name="Department">
<components>
<attributeOfEntity OID="a6" name="DeptNo" isKey="true" type="int"/>
<attributeOfEntity OID="a7" name="DeptName" isKey="false"

type="string"/>
</components>

</entity>
<relationship OID="r1" name="Supply">
<components>
<componentOfRelationship OID="c1" isOpt="false" isFunct="false">
<entity OID="e1" name="Supplier"/>
</componentOfRelationship>
<componentOfRelationship OID="c2" isOpt="true" isFunct="false">
<entity OID="e2" name="Product"/>
</componentOfRelationship>
<componentOfRelationship OID="c3" isOpt="true" isFunct="false">
<entity OID="e3" name="Department"/>
</componentOfRelationship>
</components>

</relationship>
</constructs>
</schema>

We experimented with stylesheets for reports generated in this way. They
are reasonably effective, even when produced in a completely model-independent
way. For example, a convenient way to produce reports is hypertext based, where
a single HTML page is built for a schema, with internal links that make it easy
to navigate from one construct to another. Lists of constructs of the various
types can also be easily generated.

6 Conclusions

The structure of the dictionary we have shown here is being used in the tool
under development. It supports a variety of activities in a model independent
way. Beside the generation from the core, it supports reporting, as we illustrated,
and generation of parametric formats for import and export of schemas. Overall,
the availability of a dictionary with a visible structure is very useful in the
development of translation rules and in the maintenance of the tool itself. In
particular, changes to the model do not require changes to the tool’s engine.



These are consequences of the main novelty of our approach which offers an
integrated and highly correlated representation of schemas and models, both in
a model specific way and within a unified framework, the supermodel.
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